PressDoc Introduces Free Trials
Create your account and take advantage of all PressDoc features
12 MARCH 2015, AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

SUMMARY

PressDoc introduces 14-day trial period. Create an account and try out for free one of the
subscription plans. All PressDoc features are available in the trial period (including PressList).
No credit card required in order to claim the trial.

W e've seen a growing interest in PressDoc, and our inbox and live chat are filled with
questions about our service. Thus, we decided to offer a 14-day free trial to every new user.
In this period you can publish releases and use all features available with one of our monthly
plans, including press release customization and PressList. You can claim your trial now,
without any credit card details required.
The free trial is part of the complete redesign of our payment system. The PressDoc monthly
subscription comes now in 3 different plans, for every type of business. Depending on your
needs, you can choose between the:
'Expand Plan' (5 PressRooms, 75 releases per month, 5,000 emails sent through PressList
and 15 users that can be added to the PressRoom)
'Grow Plan' (1 PressRoom, 10 press release per month, 750 emails sent through PressList
and support for 5 users)
'Start Plan' (1 PressRoom, 2 press releases per month, 150 emails and support for 2 users).
Subscriptions can be canceled anytime and purchased with all major currencies (euro, US
dollar, pound). No long-term contracts are involved either.
At PressDoc, we also offer an unique money-back guarantee. You can refund yourself within
the first month of your subscription. No questions asked.
Extra PressRooms can be added to your subscription for just €22,50/$29/£19 each. These
PressRooms are free until your next billing date. All running subscriptions are left unchanged.

  

RELEVANT LINKS

PressDoc Pricing
http://pressdoc.com/pricing

QUOTES

"PressDoc continued to grow exponentially with the introduction of PressList. With the
free trial we want to give every new user the chance to test all of our features before
they decide which plan fits best."
— Dennis van der Vliet, Lead Developer at PressDoc
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ABOUT PR.CO

Pr.co is an online platform for engaging press releases aimed at companies and PR agencies. The Amsterdambased company launched in April, 2010 at The Next Web Conference. Pr.co has now over 10000 clients worldwide
and is changing the way news is written, read and distributed.
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